You spent months
planning for your next trip.

We spent over 30 years.

GLOBAL
TRAVELER
Worldwide Assistance for Business
and Leisure Travelers

Dealing with things like an illness,
accident, or lost passport may
not be in your travel plans,
but they’re always in ours.
For years, we’ve helped people traveling or living
abroad with every imaginable emergency
situation. In fact, last year alone we helped
over one million people all over the world with
medical and travel emergencies.

#

Our strength
is in our numbers.

 Over 11,000 full-time medical, logistics,
and travel professionals on staff
 1 ,400 full-time doctors
 M
 ore than 5,600 medical professionals
—including dentists, nurses, medics,
paramedics, aero-medical specialists,
and occupational health experts
 Fluent in nearly 100 different
languages and dialects
 Physical presence in more than
90 countries
 77,000 providers in our network
around the world
 27 assistance centers
24/7 travel and medical assistance

?

Why should you bring
us along?

Would you know where to go to refill a lost
prescription? What about finding a doctor if you felt
sick or had an accident?
As an International SOS member, you can contact
our doctors who will quickly direct you to medical
providers we know meet our high standards of service.
This includes getting the best hospital care possible in
an emergency—even if it means medically evacuating
you to another facility.
You also have access to the International SOS
Assistance App, a powerful tool that gives you
medical and travel guides that can be viewed easily
on mobile devices with access to information on over
200 countries and 300 cities around the world as well
as one-click dialing to the nearest International SOS
Assistance Center whenever help or advice is needed.



Additional Benefits

of being an International SOS traveler.
S
 hort-Term Trip Coverage includes
trips as close as 100 miles from your
permanent residence
A
 nnual Multiple Trip Traveler covers
frequent trips during a 12-month period
when trips do not extend past 90 days in
length and are more than 100 miles from
your permanent residence
O
 ptional coverage for medical expenses
and/or trip cancellation and interruption

GLOBAL
TRAVELER
Medical Evacuation
of $1,000,000

GLOBAL
TRAVELER
MEDICAL
Medical Evacuation
of $1,000,000 and
Medical Insurance
up to $500,000

GLOBAL
TRAVELER
PREMIER
Medical Evacuation
of $1,000,000,
Medical Insurance
up to $100,000 and
Trip Cost Protection
up to $50,000

Online Services
P
 assword-free access to online travel
resources and medical and travel
assistance benefits
O
 nline country guides for up-to-date
country-specific medical, travel, and
cultural information
P
 re-trip information includes local
customs, traffic patterns, hotel and
transportation suggestions, and
dress guidelines

To Enroll Today
visit buymembership.internationalsos.com
call 1-800-523-8662 | 1-215-942-8333

With International SOS

the help you need is just one phone
call away.
Medical Assistance
 Evacuation and repatriation coverage
 Medical referrals worldwide
A
 ccess to International SOS clinics
(local access fees may apply)
 Medical monitoring
Assistance App
 Key medical and travel information
O
 ne-click dialing to the nearest
Assistance Center
 Medical alerts
 Peace of mind
Personal Assistance
 Lost document advice and assistance
E
 mergency translation and
interpreter services
 Legal assistance

Don’t take your next
trip without us. Enroll today.
 he next time you travel for business or pleasure, or to
T
live and work abroad, wouldn’t you feel better knowing
that you had thousands of travel experts right there
with you? International SOS has medical professionals
and doctors to help you if you have an accident, fall ill,
or need emergency medical evacuation. We also have
travel personnel to help you with other issues—like a lost
passport or wallet.
That’s what it’s like having International SOS as your
travel companion. Add in our pre-travel online tools,
assistance app, and 24/7 live support and you can see
why 70% of worldwide Fortune 500 companies already
use International SOS. And why you should, too.

To Enroll

visit buymembership.internationalsos.com
or call 1-800-523-8662 or 1-215-942-8333

